ABSTRACT. In order to predict the PCF (Peak Cutting Force) of conical pick in rock cutting process, a theoretical model is established based on elastic fracture mechanics theory. The vertical fracture model of rock cutting fragment is also established based on the maximum tensile criterion. The relation between vertical fracture angle and associated parameters (cutting parameter  and ratio B of rock compressive strength to tensile strength) is obtained by numerical analysis method and polynomial regression method, and the correctness of rock vertical fracture model is verified through experiments. Linear regression coefficient between the PCF of prediction and experiments is 0.81, and significance level less than 0.05 shows that the model for predicting the PCF is correct and reliable. A comparative analysis between the PCF obtained from this model and Evans model reveals that the result of this prediction model is more reliable and accurate. The results of this work could provide some guidance for studying the rock cutting theory of conical pick and designing the cutting mechanism.
INTRODUCTION
n tunneling and mining, interaction between cutting mechanism (shearer drum and cutting head) and rock realizes rock fragmentation. Cutting ability, crushing effect and production efficiency of cutting mechanism, determine the working performance of tunneling and mining equipment. However, the PCF prediction of conical pick plays an important role in the design of cutting mechanism. A considerable amount of research has been conducted on the PCF prediction base on theoretical, experimental and numerical method. The first PCF prediction model of conical pick was established by Evans based on the maximal tension stress theory [1] , and Roxborough & Liu [2] and Goktan [3] appropriately modified the Evans mathematical model. According to experiment data from various rock cutting by conical pick, regression expressions between cutting force and rock compressive strength, tensile strength, dynamic and static modulus of elasticity, brittle index were established by Bilgin [4] [5] . Tiryaki [6] adopted multiple linear and non-linear regression, regression tree model and neural networks method to predict the PCF of conical pick. Numerical method [7] [8] [9] is also applied to predict the PCF of conical pick. Viewing the references mentioned above, we find that: Compared with experimental date, the result calculated by current theoretical model exists a notable divergence; For the limitation of experimental date, application of empirical models is limited to a specific scope; Experimental method and numerical simulation method can obtain proper cutting force, but some disadvantages exist such as high cost and low efficiency. For these reasons, the vertical fracture mechanics model of rock cutting fragment is established based on the maximum tensile criterion and rock cutting theory in this paper firstly; then, the theoretical model for predicting the PCF of conical pick is I established based on elastic fracture mechanics theory; finally, the reliability and accuracy of PCF model is verified with experimental date.
THEORETICAL MODEL
he problem of the indentation of the plane surface of elastic solid with a rigid body was first considered by Boussinesq [10] , then Sneddon [11] adopted hankel transforms and elementary solution to solve the Boussinesq problem, and the total penetration depth and force of the rigid body were presented. Therefore, the applied force of conical pick on rock could be approximately expressed as:
where: P is the penetration force of conical pick; E is elastic modulus of rock;
 is semi-angel of conical pick;  is poisson ratio of rock;
h is the penetration depth of conical pick. Integrating Eq.1 with respect to the penetration depth, the work W E can be obtained and it is expressed as:
Therefore, when the main rock fragment formed, the total work WT can be expressed as:
where h max is the maximum penetration depth at the time of main rock fragment formed. The fracture surface of main rock fragment is simplified without influence of PCF prediction, and it is shown in Fig.1 . As Fig.1 shown, the new fracture surface area A of main rock fragment can be expressed as: 2 2 tan tan tan sin sin cos
where: e and f are the geometry shape parameters of main rock fragment; d is cutting depth of conical pick; θ is horizontal fracture angles; ψ is vertical fracture angle. 
T
According to the relevant references, the work done by conical pick mainly translate into rock fracture energy, damage energy, plastic strain energy and so on [12] [13] . The fracture energy EF can be express as:
where k is an ideal coefficient which only has relation with pick's shape and cutting angle, and it can be obtained through rock cutting test. In Verification of the Model paragraph, acquisition process of k value will be presented. On the basis of Griffith fracture mechanics theory [14] , the fracture energy E F for generating new fracture surface when the main rock fragment formed can be expressed as:
Submitted Eq.7 to Eq.1, then the peak cutting force of conical pick P c can be expressed as:
CALCULATION OF ROCK FRACTURE SURFACE AREA
he similarity of geometry shape of brittle material (glass, ceramic, rock, coal and so on) fragment under indenters or cutting tools has been verified through experiments, and there are linear relationship between width, length of fragments and cutting depth [16] [17] [18] . According to Eq.8, it is visible that the area calculation of new facture surface generated by conical pick is the basis for predicting the peak cutting force of conical pick, which means to establish the calculative method for horizontal and vertical fracture angle of rock fragment.
CALCULATION OF HORIZONTAL FRACTURE ANGLE
orizontal fracture angle of rock fragment is directly related to the optimal intercept of conical picks. The optimal intercept of conical picks in rock cutting process is 3.46 times the cutting depth according to Evans calculate method [1] . Optimal intercepts of 22 different rock types have been obtained through rock cutting experiments by Bilgin [5] , and their values are very close to 3.23 times the cutting depth. In view of 7% difference between Evans calculated result and Bilgin experimental result, Evans calculate method is considered reliable and correct. So, in this paper, horizontal fracture angle of rock fragment in the mathematical model for predicting the peak cutting force will adopts Evans calculate model, which means that horizontal fracture angle is equal to 60 degree.
CALCULATION OF VERTICAL FRACTURE ANGLE
he influence of cutting angle on the rock fragment is ignored in Evans theory, but the geometric shape of rock cutting fragment has play an important role in perfect prediction of peak cutting force. Base on Evans theory, some assumptions are put forward in present paper: rock broken is caused by tensile failure, and it accords with the maximum tension theory; the generated total force by tensile stress in fracture surface is through the center of arc AC; the crushing zone caused by conical pick head is shown in Fig.2 , and AG is an arc with the center O. Based on these assumptions, vertical mechanical model of rock fragment by conical pick is shown in Fig.2 . According to the geometrical relationship in Fig.2 , the force R is the resultant force of extrusion forces which acted on crush zone, and it has the relation with rock compressive strength and crush area. Meanwhile, the force R also increased with the height of crush zone (a), and it will reach a maximum when the torques caused by force T and force R on point C get balance. The force R can be expressed as:
where: γ is the cutting angle of conical pick; a is the height of crushing zone; σ c represents rock comprehensive strength;
 is the cutting parameter of pick, and it equals to (γ+)/2.
Rock will fracture along the arc AC when the force of conical pick applied on rock is big enough. However, the extreme state of rock fragment is determined by rock tensile strength, and the force T is the resultant force of tensile forces which acted on crack path. It can be expressed as:
where: r is the radius of the fracture arc AC;
 stands for the complementary angle of vertical fracture angle.
The force R and force T will reach a moment balance when the rock fragment forms. Therefore, an equation between them can be obtained according to geometrical conditions, and it can expressed as:
Submitting Eq.9 and Eq.10 to Eq.11, we have:
Changing Eq.12 to the form of quadratic equation:
Solving Eq.13, the parameter a/d can be obtained and expressed as:
In this paper, the derivation process of theoretical model takes Evans work as reference. So, the energy of cutting system will be minimum at the moment of rock broken presumed by Evans as an equilibrium situation. For this reason, this paper can use the 'minimum energy theory' as theoretical basis. According to the minimum energy theory: 
B represents the ratio of rock compressive strength to tensile strength. From Eq.16, we can conclude that it is difficult to get the analytical solution of Eq.16. Consequently, the effects of cutting parameter  and ratio B on vertical fracture angle ψ are investigated, and the change law of ψ along with  and B is shown in Fig.3 . Fig.3 shows that ψ increases with  and B. In order to get intuitive relationship among ψ,  and B, the data points of numerical solution in Fig.3 are regressed based on space surface regression method. The regression formula of vertical fracture angle ψ can be expressed as Eq.17, and the correlation coefficient of formula is 0.994. 
VERIFICATION OF THE MODEL
Verification of vertical fracture angle
In order to verify the correctness of vertical mechanical model of rock fragment in this paper, rock cutting experiments are carried in laboratory as shown in Fig.4 . The semi-angel of conical pick is 40 degree, cutting angle of conical pick is selected in range of 45~55 degree according to actual working condition, and the mechanical properties of marble is H shown in Tab.1. The shape and interrelated geometric parameters are shown in Fig.5. Fig.6 shows the theoretical and experimental vertical fracture angle under different cutting angle, the difference less than 5 percent between them indicates that the established vertical mechanical model of rock fragment is valid. 
Verification of peak cutting force
The k is a geometric factor of the pick independent of material properties which has been mentioned in front contents. In reference [18] , the researchers also took an intensive study and detailed explanation of the k. According to Eq.5, the k can be obtained by experiments. Fig.7 is the variation curve of cutting force in rock cutting process, which corresponds to Fig.5 . So, the k can be expressed as: 
Submitted the rock mechanical properties and the geometric parameters of rock fragment to Eq.18, then the k can be obtained as 0.0102. According to the value of k, we can conclude that the fracture energy for generating new fracture surface accounts for only a small part of total work, and the most part of total work is used for rock plastic deformation, rock damage, crushing zone formed and so on. Now, we get the value of k, and if we also get the other parameter values, we can obtain the peak cutting force Pc by Eq.8. The peak cutting forces of experiments, this model and Evans model with different rock types and cutting parameters are shown in Tab.2 [5] [6] [7] . The relationships between experimental peak cutting force with theoretical peak cutting force from this model and Evans model are investigated by linear regression method, and their linear regression results are shown in Tab. 3. The significance of regression result less than 0.05 indicates that the regression relationships are correct and reliable. Fig.8 and Fig.9 shows the fitted relationships between experimental peak cutting force and two theoretical models (Evans model and this model) respectively. The correlation between experimental and theoretical peak cutting force of this model is better than Evans's, and the slopes of the fitted line equations are 2.11 and 5.13. It indicates that the prediction of peak cutting force by this model has more correctness and reliabilities than Evans theory. 
CONCLUSIONS
n this paper, a theoretical model for predicting the peak cutting force has been set up and verified, we get following conclusions:
(1) The theoretical model of rock vertical fracture has been established by maximum tensile criterion and verified I through experiments. The regression formula of vertical fracture angle also has been obtained by numerical analysis and polynomial regression. All of these work can provide a basis for the research on rock cutting theory.
(2) A theoretical model for predicting peak cutting force of conical pick in rock cutting process has been established by elastic fracture mechanics theory. The regression analysis between the results of experimental and predicted by this model shows that correlation coefficient is equal to 0.81 and significance is less than 0.05. (3) The relationships between experimental peak cutting force and calculated values by the present model and Evans model are investigated by linear regression analysis, and it shows that the prediction of peak cutting force of this model has more correctness and reliabilities than Evans model. The model established by this paper can provide a better guidance for design and study of conical pick and cutting mechanism.
